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ctually, they're beginning to get desperate. They're
going to pass all kinds of laws, soon, to try and
ripple the unions. And they're not going to mind
sing the army if it comes to that. But that's exactly
what we're planning for. The working man's not going to put up
with them for long, and we'll be there to help him. This time the
confrontation's going to come. It's going to be big. And we're
going to win.'
I toyed with the remains of my cauliflower cheese and listened
(there was nothing to do but listen) as the man spoke on. I had
never met him before; we just happened to be sharing a table in
the staff canteen. For an hour, after the briefest of introductions,
he had been lecturing me on the delicate dynamics of a process
which was now poised to bring chaos to our nation and, 'in the
very near future, actually', herald the birth of a socialist Utopia.
We strolled through the corridors together and arrived at a liftlobby: he to go up, me down. Ile suddenly realized that he had
been doing all the talking.
'Oh dear. I hope you haven't minded me going on like this.
Anyway ... well ... I mean, what do you think? You haven't said
what you believe in!
With a metallic ping, an 'UP' arrow flashed green, and the lift
door slid open. I laughed at the absurdity of trying to explain
myself in the ten remaining seconds, but addressed his
departing back all the same.
'I'm a Buddhist. Maybe we could talk about that another
He broke me off with a laugh, and hurled summary judgement
through the diminishing gap as the lift doors slid together. 'Oh
dear! You're living in the realm of pure ideas!'
It was a big place: we never met again. But his remark stung.
It stung because it is never pleasant to be judged by another
human being so quickly, dismissively and, frankly, stupidly. It
stung because I honestly believed that the path to individual and
social change offered by Buddhism was more honest, realistic,
and challenging than anything he had ranted about, even if it
could not be communicated quickly and easily. And it stung

because, in 1973,one would have been hard put to propose the
Friends of the Western Buddhist Order (FWBO) with its one
rough-and-ready centre in North London as anyone's answer to
the world's ills — much as those of us who frequented the place
did care about them.
Today, the FWBO is a world-wide Movement. Through its
Dharma-teaching activities it proclaims the Buddha's message
and offers instruction in practices that help people to become
happier, clearer, more considerate, and energetic. Through its
Right-Livelihood ventures, communities, and retreat centres it
gives people the chance to pioneer and explore the day-to-day
details of a life rooted in the highest human ideals. 'Fhrough Aid
For India, Bahujan Hitay, and the Croydon Arts Centre, it is
beginning to open up a few more obviously 'social' channels of
contact with the world beyond. As the 'news' pages of this
magazine suggest, ours is now a very active Movement, and a
very busy one.
Of course, our contribution to the world's welfare must seem
awfully puny to those who earnestly plan the big, dramatic
revolution: the sudden, once-and-for-all transformation; who
long — understandably enough — for short cuts to a world
without war, without famine, without injustice or exploitation.
. . . And vet, how will we change the world unless we are
prepared to change ourselves? How will we bring about an ideal
society without making use of the means — and inspiration —
required to make ourselves fit citizens of that society?
These are old questions, of course, but they still deserve an
answer — perhaps now more than ever before, as terrorists'
bombs hack planes out of the sky and fill city streets with the
howl of ambulances: aS the forces in the world grow ever more
polarized, and heartlessly entrenched.
Buddhism urges us to change. It asks us to become better
people, and it offers the tools which make change possible. The
Buddhist path to 'revolution may be slow, but it is a sure one.
And . . actually . . . it has already. begun.
Nagabodhi

cultivating the
BODHISATTVA SPIRIT
Thegreatfloweringof MahayanaBuddhismis the Bodhisattva
ideal.Abhayaseesit as thefoundationof our involvementwith
socialaction,and as the chiefinspirationfor the shiftingof the
centreofgravityof our spirituallifefrom 'self'to 'other:
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BahujanHitay — meaning'For
the welfareof the many' —
representsour Movement'smost
directventureinto thefieldof
socialaction.Virabhadra,who has
just returnedto Englandafterfour
yearsin India,explainsthe
backgroundto BahujanHitay,and
outlinessomeearlyachievements.
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including
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nutrition
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solution
in the use of oral rehydration

Hostel
TheLohagaon

AttheDapodiclinic

diarrhoea, and treatment for anaemia,
worm infestation, and night blindness.
We also established pre-primary, adult
literacy, and non-formal classes for girls
in an effort to overcome the problems of
illiteracy and school failure. We also
organized sewing classes and a small
scale manufacturing unit, to help women
increase their income.
The project was entirely 'localitybased' until 1985, when a purpose-built
health and community centre was
opened. This now acts as a referral
centre for the locality health workers,
and has a daily mother-and-child clinic
where family planning services are
offered, as well as a laboratory, children's
library, a creche for working mothers,
and cultural activities for children. Preprimary teachers' training courses and

adult literacy camps are also held there.
These activities are funded from the
UK by the charity Aid For India;
however, efforts are constantly under
way to secure grants locally, so that AFI
resources can be re-invested in new
capital projects. This policy has worked
very well in the case of the second major
Bahujan Hitay project, a string of hostels
for children in secondary school. Our
aim here is to provide cheap or free
residential facilities so that poor rural
children can attend school.
These hostels are now established at
Lohagaon (Poona), Ulhasnagar (near
Bombay), and Aurangabad. They have
been so successful that the managing
committees now find themselves under
pressure from better-off parents who
want their children to join the hostels!

But Bahujan Hitay goes to great lengths
to make sure that those really in need
benefit from the facilities. Part of the
success of the hostels must be attributed
to an early policy decision to limit the
size to around forty children in order to
allow for an intimate family atmosphere.
Aid For India funds are used to
establish a hostel and to run it for a year;
after this period it becomes eligible for a
government grant to help with running
costs. Some local fundraising will always
be needed, however, as the grants
received are never quite enough to
support all the children. Bahujan Hitay
is already using up AFI funds for
building new hostels faster than they can
be raised in the UK. New hostels are
planned in Ahmedabad (Gujerat),
Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh), and
Wardha (Maharashtra) as well as a girls'
hostel at Dapodi.
Running a comprehensive slum project
that is spread over a number of areas is
quite a cbmplex undertaking, but our
project has already made an impact on
the wider community. Many visitors
have been inspired to start similar
activities in their own area, be it an adult
literacy class, a kindergarten, or a
vaccination programme. The Dapodi
project is increasingly acting as a
resource and information centre for such
voluntary efforts. The future is likely to
see a variety of new projects in new
locations as the Buddhist movement
becomes more organized for undertaking
constructive work.
Bahujan Flitay does not exist in order
to propagate Buddhism. Even so, the
Buddhist influence is felt in the type of
projects that Bahujan Hitav undertakes:
projects whose aim is to foster selfreliance and independence among the
beneficiaries. It is felt in the spirit with
which funds are transferred to Bahujan
Hitay from Aid For India: not as
patronizing 'charity' but as a shared
effort for good by people with shared
ideals.
There is certainly strong evidence of
idealism among those who work for
Bahujan Hitav. Many of them have left
secure jobs in Government service to
join what was, until quite recently, a
small, new voluntary organization with
limited resources and no long term
security. There is no 'social security'
system in India; those who have taken
this step have burned their boats and
expressed their faith in the Buddhist
movement in general, and in Bahujan
litay in particular.
As a field worker with Bahujan Hitav
projects, the Dharma provided my initial
link with the people. Through shared
ideals one can overcome the differences
in language, culture, and education, and
develop real empathy and
understanding. Through such
understanding one comes a little closer
to realizing the universality of the
Buddha's teaching, and the potential for
the expression of the compassion
principle through its application.

BUDDHISM AS
SOCIAL ACTION
Surroundedby povertyand
disease,Padmashuriabandoned
nursingto teachBuddhismto
slum-dwellers.Has shegot her
prioritieswrong?She thinks not.

women looking haggard in
their mid-twenties after
men
pregnancies;
of malnutrition;
Children numerousdying
turning to illicit liquor; families of ten or
more living in stifling tin huts on urban
wastelands; hundreds of similar huts
bunched together in shanty towns crisscrossed by open gutters; toil, sweat,
poverty and disease. . . It was into such
a world that I stepped some four years
ago.
Trained as a nurse I had an obviously
useful skill to offer, and so went to help
Virabhadra set up Bahujan Hitay's
'Poona Project' in Maharashtra, India.
For three years my main involvement
was with medical work, through which I
began to understand something of the
Indian people and their culture. I made
friends and, despite the dire living
conditions of others, often experienced a
warmth and positivity that left me
astounded.
Although the medical work continues
to thrive and expand, I am no longer
working as a nurse, and instead spend
my time teaching Buddhism, mostly to
ex-Untouchable women who live in city
slums. I take classes and study groups,
organize and lead retreats, and I am
invited to give talks in cities and villages
all over Maharashtra.
The Buddha's teachings are a path to
freedom. In a reply to Mahaprajapati
Gotami's searching question 'What is
your Dhamma?' the Buddha stated that it
is whatever helps man to evolve:
'Whatever in practice conduces to peace
of mind, purity, seclusion, stillness of
desire, detachment of the world, the
transcendental. . .' But how does this
work out in detail and in practice?
Buddhist practice rests on the
foundation of ethical behaviour. All
Buddhists undertake to observe five
ethical precepts, or 'training principles',
thus trying to cultivate loving-kindness
(metta), generosity, sexual contentment,
truthful communication, and clarity of
mind. In the cramped, oppressive
conditions of city slums, where atrocities
such as wife-beating, communal
violence, and child labour are common,
these simple precepts can have a
dramatic effect. The 'evil' of liquor is a
common cause of the worst excesses,
hence the fifth precept — of abstention
from all intoxicants that cloud the mind
— is taken very literally by Indian
Buddhists.
Buddhism is in accord with reason. It
has nothing to do with the kind of blind
beliefs that prevent one from taking
responsibility for one's own — and
others' — welfare. I have known children
to die unnecessarily from measles,
because outside intervention during
illness was considered to bring 'bad
luck'.
Buddhism encourages the highest
values in man and society, and offers
practical methods for their development.
Meditation, for example, is a tool for the
systematic cultivation of clearer, happier
states of mind. Through meditation,

people gain a vision of a more creative
way of 'being', both in themselves and in
relation to others. Of course, meditation
alone won't improve the society in which
one lives, so Buddhists are encouraged
to work together on 'Right Livelihood'
projects, emphasizing co-operation on
the basis of common ideals.
Buddhism can be practised by men
and women, young and old, by people
of any race, class, or colour. Whether
you are living in a Bombay slum or in a
luxury Manhattan apartment you can, if
you choose, practise the Dharma. It is a
universal religion, which has no place
for notions of social inequality.
The Dhamma is a means of self
development, and the more an
individual 'grows' the more of an impact
he or she will have on society. It is not

Ruckminibai
Pewar
contracted typhoid and died the day
before her fifth child, a daughter, was
born. Widowed and penniless in a casteridden, patriarchal society she moved to
a Bombay slum. She laboured on a
building site to buy food for the family,
and built her own house out of tin cans
and plastic sheeting. Queuing at the
water tap for hours, labouring all day,
cooking, washing, rearing children
amidst poverty and squalor, she lived
only for basic survival.
Rukhminibai upheld traditional beliefs.
When her sixteen year old son
contracted cancer of the neck she prayed
to the gods to save him. He died. Had
he taken medical treatment he may well
have been saved.
After Dr Ambedkar's conversion to
Buddhism, she and her family
considered themserves Buddhist, though
in the twenty five years that followed she
received no practical guidance in the
Dharma. However, just a few years ago,
her brother-in-law attended a TBMSG
retreat and encouraged her to go along
to Dharma classes. At first she thought
him mad, but she did go along to a class
led by Dhammachari Chandrasila, who
had started activities in her locality, and
then went on retreat. Soon after, she
went to adult literacy classes and learned
to read and write, particularly wanting to
read Dharma books. Now, four years
later, at the age of fifty six, she reads
fluently.
She has now been on many retreats,
meditates daily, and attends Dharnma
classes regularly. There have been some
dramatic changes in her life. She has
developed the faith and confidence
required to envisage a personal path and
to follow it. She has given up blind faith.
She now works in one of Bahujan
Hitay's student hostels, cooking for the
boys and acting as a mother to them.
She also helps to run a food cooperative, the profits of which go to
support some of the hostel boys. She has
become an inspiration and a leading
light amongst the women in her locality,
showing them how they too can practise
the Dharma, and thereby transform
themselves.
There are thousands of people all over
that 'social' work is not needed; you
don't teach a starving man to meditate;
first you give him food. But solely
tackling socio-economic problems in
terms of providing resources, passing on
skills, giving education, and so on,
doesn't go far enough. It is by no means
necessarily the case that material
suffering has exclusively material causes.
I know several families who have
managed to get education and jobs, who
have moved out of the slums, turning
their backs on their less fortunate
brothers and sisters, preferring the
material and social benefits of their new
found status, who continue to 'suffer'
through their greed, ignorance, and
hatred. Conversely, I know of people
who have never had such opportunities,
who through their practice of the

Dhamma have made far more dramatic
changes within themselves.
One such example is a friend of mine,
Rukhminibai Pewar. She was born an
Untouchable in village India in 1938. Her
mother had to go out begging to support
the family. She was married to a man
twenty years her senior at the age of
eleven. There was much caste prejudice
in the village. The Untouchables had to
draw water from separate wells; when
their well dried up they had to wait
beside the Caste Hindu well in the hope
that somebody would take pity on them
and fill their pots. They could not draw
the water themselves as their touch
would 'pollute' the water for others. If
nobody took pity, they went without.
Rukhminibai had four children, one
died in childhood. Her husband

Padmashuri
withVirabhadra

the world, not only those born into
poverty, but those who bathe in the
'material luxury' of Manhattan too, who
can benefit from the practice of
Buddhism, and who will go on to have
an effect on society. For them, and thus
for the world, the Dharma holds the key
to untold possibilities.
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THE HIDDEN POWER
OF THE INDIVIDUAL
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Confrontedbyalloftheworld'sills,wemayfeel
hopelesslyimpotentandgive upeven
contemplatingpositiveaction.Vajraketu
suggeststhatisjust theeasywayout.
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uninhabited planet
on the edge of the
thereandis a
universe
a desolate
On
large box. It is the Total
Perspective Vortex. Entering it,
•
one is confronted by the
:
whole of reality. In an instant
one sees the whole infinity of
the cosmos and oneself in
relation to it. All who enter it
are driven mad by the
experience of their own
insignificance.
The lesson, according to the
author of The Restaurant at the
End of the Universe, is that if
beings are going to exist in a
universe this size 'the one
thing they cannot afford to
have is a sense of proportion'.
That is only a little science
fiction, but it serves to
illustrate a widespread
phenomenon — the retreat
into passivity in the face of a
harsh world whose problems
seem so much bigger than
one's ability to do anything
about them.
We read the papers. We
seem so weak. Society appears
to be out of control. What can
we do about South Africa,
about Ethiopia, about nuclear
arms, about the manifold
faults and injustices of society
everywhere? Are we even very
good at managing our own
lives? Small wonder that
people avoid the Total
Perspective Vortex.
In America, the setter of
trends, until recently the
vogue was 'yuppie-ism' young men and women,
uncaring, economically
ambitious, cultivating the
signs of wealth and status.
Now, one hears, the fashion is
for a 'lite' approach to life,
summed up in the phrase 'life
Without commitment or
consequences'.
Life without commitment or
consequences! Another
attempt to avoid the horror of
the Total Perspective Vortex,
and a view of life that is the
antithesis of Buddhism. It may
be possible to get through life
without commitment, but
never without consequences.
According to Buddhist
teaching we live in an ethical
universe: skilful actions have

when the individuals within
that society change.
:.•
; ,?,
If one wants to change the
world one begins with
oneself. A changed individual
••9'
-• -9.‘ •
means a changed world.
Changing oneself, one can
_ •-t' fj-•
then attempt to influence
others, but one will only
succeed to the extent that
positive consequences,
others respond and change
unskilful actions have negative
themselves. The process of
consequences. Skilful actions
social change begins and ends
require awareness and an
with individuals.
ethical sense, unskilful actions
This is not to say that social
arise when one of these two is
structures are irrelevant —
absent.
obviously they are very
The results may not always
important, which is why we in
be immediately obvious —
the FWBO put so much of our
some very bad people appear
energy into our centres, coto get away with terrible
operatives, and communities.
things — but each unskilful act
But the structures have no
shapes the being of that
value on their own, they are
person, just as each of Dorian
useful only so far as they
Gray's crimes subtly altered
encourage individual
his portrait, making it ever
development.
more ugly.
A conscious element of this
One can go along buffeted
individual development is a
this way and that by the
growing awareness of the
influences of the world, like a
needs of others; and as one's
leaf in the wind, or one can
awareness grows, so does
respond from an inner depth,
one's ability to act
mindful and alert,
constructively.
unperturbed but never
The passive person, the
indifferent. The Buddhist
'leaf; can have little positive
vision of human development
influence on the world about
involves a progressive shift
him: he is led by others, does
away from the first and
what they would have him do,
towards the second. The
thinks what they would have
flimsy leaf becomes the
him think, buys what they
majestic oak, unshakeable.
want him to buy.
Buddhism is about the
The creative person, the
raising of human
'oak', alert and ethical, both
consciousness, about a
helps and influences others;
conscious and progressive
and the more alert and ethical
displacement of greed, hatred,
he is, the more he will be able
and ignorance by generosity,
to help and influence those
love, and wisdom. These are
around him. The Pali texts
not abstract concepts but
constantly attest to the effect
constantly recurring mental
that the Buddha's presence
can
individual
The
states.
had on people he met, and
influence, even choose, in
the skilful way in which he
which he dwells. If society is
dealt with different people
out of control, it is because the
according to their needs.
current trend is in the other
I would not claim that
direction.
Buddhists have a monopoly
Here we begin to see the
on positivity in the world.
role that the individual can
From Plato to Bob Geldof,
play in society. After all, what
individual men and women
is society, anyway? We talk of
have had an effect on those
it as a homogenous entity, but
around them. Many people do
really it is made up of a
fine things without ever
number of individuals. One
having heard of Buddhism.
cannot change society, or
However, I would assert that
influence it, one can only
no one can.do any lasting
affect the individuals within it.

w A society will only change
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good unless their approach
includes a shift in
consciousness, from negative
to positive, and a shift from
the 'power mode' to the 'love
mode'.
I don't know if a growing
FWBO will have a significant
impact on the current situation
in South Africa, I don't know
if we will affect the arms race,
but I do believe that in a world
of such complexity and
negativity, the most
constructive thing I can do is
practise the Dharma as
wholeheartedly as possible,
and help and encourage
others to do the same. It is, if
you like, a long term strategy
for building a world where
such things as intolerance and
famine do not happen.
Many people would say,
'But you are so small, the
problems you face are so
huge. You are wasting your
time, you are beaten before
you start.' I would reply that I
am part of this world, not
separate from it, I accept that
the world's problems are my
problems and I am going
about sorting them out in the
way I judge to be most
propitious.
It may appear slow, but it is
the only way forward. Any
way of life that is not facing up
to the problems of this
burning world is escapism. A
dilettante interest in politics,
or an occasional donation to
charity, is not enough. It is our
world and we must do
something in it and for it. That
is what I am committed to,
and I should like to encourage
others to commit themselves
as well.
And I am not afraid of the
Total Perspective Vortex. A
committed Buddhist, given
even a glimpse of his position
in relation to the Universe,
would not go mad, would not
even be dispirited. He would
simply be inspired to redouble
his efforts on behalf of the
cosmos. If enough people
could do this, talse
responsibility for themselves
and for the world in which
they live, then we would have
a framework for solving all of
the world's problems.

WHAT IF EVERYONE
DID WHAT YOU DO?
Buried among trees, hills, andflocks of sheep,
and vowed to a lifeof celibacy,Kamalashila
spends his time meditating and writing. Here's
his answer to the question:

from 'the world',
physically and psychoIlive logically,
a long
in way
the away
community which runs
Vajraloka meditation centre.
These days I spend most of
my time meditating and
writing — I am writing a book
about meditation. Now and
again I lead retreats. Only
occasionally do I go out to
give talks in the outside
world.
Some people will probably
find my life unusual, even
odd. If I add that I am an
anagarika, vowed indefinitely
to chastity, it does not surprise
me to be asked the question
quoted in my title. What can I
possibly get out of it? It
certainly doesn't sound like
fun. And even if I do enjoy
such an existence, can I really
justify it, given the terrible
state of the world?
What if everyone were to do
as I do? Well, of course, the
question is absurd: they
would not: not in a million
years! And, anyway, what if
everyone did what any one
person does — worked as a
hairdresser or an accountant
.. . sat in front of the television
all day . .. knocked doors for
charity? Society would
immediately grind to a halt.
No, I'm convinced of the value
of my contribution to
civilization, convinced that it
needs me, and more like me.
To begin with, there is a
need for meditation. That
means that there is a need for
the facilities that allow
meditators to take their
practice further. Meditation
teachers are needed too, with
deep experience. That quality
of practice requires peace and
quiet, away from distractions,
and also time: probably years
of practice. The facilities for all
this at Vajraloka have been
made possible only because I,
and others like me, chose this
way of life.
Then there is the question of
example. Many of our guests
express appreciation for the
atmosphere of friendship
within the community, as well
as the clarity and the
experience of some of its

members. We're by no means
perfect, but to a certain extent
we can and do demonstrate
the value and effectiveness of
the spiritual life. (This might
sound a bit pretentious, but it
is probably our very
imperfections that convince
people we are for real.) The
Dharma needs to be
demonstrated — not just
through magazine articles,
talks, and books, but in the
lives of real Buddhists. People
who meditate ought to look
good — ought to be happy,
clear, relatively free from the
grosser negative emotions. It
can be very encouraging to
discover that, most of the time
at least, they actually are like
that!
But there is another, subtler,
influence that we exert upon
the world. There must be
something good in a society
which has people trying
directly to develop themselves.
The fact that there are people
somewhere getting to grips
with the depths of themselves,
transforming themselves, and
that people know that they are
there, must surely make a
difference.
There are some who regard
my anagarika 'status' — if
that's the right term - with
suspicion. What pleasure can I
possibly derive from it? A
sense of holier-than-thou
superiority, perhaps? After all,
if everyone were celibate, well,
eventually there wouldn't be
anyone else! But, as before,
the idea is absurd. As for me,
I have my reasons. I chose to
be celibate in rather the same
way that someone else might
choose to get married. People
don't usually get married for
altruistic reasons, but for their
own sake. A major influence
on their decision is that
marriage (or its equivalent) is a
good solution to the problem
of channelling sexual desire.
And, ideally at least, marriage
avoids the emotional pain
which promiscuous sex (the
usual alternative) causes both
oneself and others. It also
furnishes some protection
against loneliness.
In the context ot monastic
spiritual life, sexual desire is

channelled and worked on
hrough meditation. My
personal sexual preference is
very definitely for women,
and there are no women
where I live. That helps. With
that advantage, meditation has
a chance to refine and
transform a powerful aspect of
my nature. I believe that it is
possible, through Buddhist
practice, to learn to function
outside the male/female
dichotomy altogether, free of
that inevitable emotional
onesidedness. So far as I can
see, it is going to take a long
time for the transformation to
be complete, but things are
changing. Given the other two
options, of promiscuity or
marriage, I feel that only this
one is appropriate for me at
the moment.
Yes, I am trying to develop
myself — I'm dohig it in my
own way, mainly for my own
benefit. But the world of other
people also gains something.
My conscience would prick, I
couldn't he happy, if all this
were solely for my own
enjoyment. For as Blake says
in 'Eternity'
.
lie who binds to himselt a joy
Dolh the winged Mc destroy;
It everyone began trying, in
their own way, to develop
themselves, the world would
be transformed overnight.

Kamalashila
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The nuclear threat is finally
getting it through to people
that we are all one family; it's
given us an incredible opportunity to see the interconnectedness of things. If the
planet is nuked, then we are
all going to be nuked together.
There were times,
when I was sitting in
demonstrations outside the air force
base, when I felt like
Padmasambhava,
,
in therematio
meditating ground.
c

Padmasambhavameditating in the cremation
ground

TheEarth isverysick,but...
Hoveringsomewherebetweenjetfatigueand hyper-excitement,
AucklandmitraAnnie Maignot
spenta few daysin Englandthis
July.She spoketo Nagabodhiabout
her careerof activism,and her
struggleto balanceoutward
concernwith personalneeds.

everything seems so urgent, and yet, at
the same time, you can't help feeling
impotent. A lot of people end up working
from will-power, axainsf things all the
time, with little positive motivation at all.
One girl I knew actually committed
suicide.
'After eight months working with the
Boat People, I started to get run down. Sisi
was suffering. It suddenly seemed that I
was rushing around just putting bandages
over pimples when, really, I had to get
myself sorted out first - to stop the pimples
coming up in the first place.'
For Annie, getting herself sorted out
turned out to mean becoming involved
with Buddhism and the FWBO: going to
classes, then helping out with the
administration and PR side of the Centre's
work. She joined Le Groupe only when
she felt strong enough to make a positive
impact.
'People kept saying how calm I was, how
healthy I stayed, how efficiently I worked
. but I suppose it's all relative! I was
working well. I was breaking through a lot
of barriers —it took a lot of courage to give

and activism began when she
was sixteen. She joined an
A
organization
nnie Maignot'scalled
career
Peace
of protest
Media
to campaign against atomic tests in the
Pacific, and the presence of nuclear
warships in Auckland Harbour. She
joined CND too, and for years immersed
herself in New Zealand's burgeoning
world of anti-nuclear protest. In 1975,
becoming incensed watching TV reports
about the castaway refugees from Vietnam
—popularly known as the 'Boat People' —
she founded the Indo-Chinese Refugee
Action Group, a 'snowball that turned into
an avalanche'. A ship was bought and
thousands
of dollars
raised
and
distributed.
More recently, she collaborated with
some Auckland Order members to set up
the Hundredth Monkey Network, and the
Meditation Network for World Peace. She
also worked for Le Groupe, an umbrella
organization based around a coalition of
Auckland peace groups — closely allied
with Greenpeace — and organized a
boycott of French goods and services to
coincide with the departure of the Pacific
Peace Flotilla for the French atomic testing
grounds. When the flotilla's departure
was delayed by the sabotage of its flagship,
Rainbow Warrior, Annie worked day and
night, organizing fundraising appeals,
press-conferences, demonstrations. . .
Although
still
involved
in
the
Meditation Network, Annie now lives a
quieter
life, studying
homeopathy,
catching up on her meditation and
Dharma study, and giving more time to
her thirteen year old daughter, Sisi.
Although she has no regrets about her life
of activism, she will admit to some mixed PressphotoofAnniein campaigning
mood
TV and radio interviews. I was about the
feelings.
'People in the peace movement are only person left working in the office
sincere, but they are under a lot of when everyone else had "burned out". But
pressure. They work hard, day and night, it was too much for me in the end. I started
go without meals and sleep, and then get to feel divided, fragmented. I was working
run down,
start living on coffee, for world peace, but getting into an
cigarettes, and alcohol, just to keep incredibly anxious state. It seemed like a
themselves going. I admired the work contradiction in terms. The earth is yerv
they were doing, but it seemed such a sick. But it's no good rushing out and
shame they were destroying themselves in doing things in a panic.
'The Meditation Network was meant to
other ways.
'When you work in that world you are be a way of drawing people from the Peace
constantly
exposing
yourself
to movement towards the Dharma. We
horrendous facts and figures. If you just reckoned that a lot of them would be
sit down and think that even ow of those interested in Buddhism if only they could
get round their preconceptions about it as
weapons exists on the planet .

a kind of airy-fairy religion. We hoped to
"normalize" meditation, create a kind of
Buddhism without labels. To an extent it's
worked. Every other Friday, people come
along and practise owtta Manilla, and now
talk about meditation quite openly as just
one of their everyday activities. This is fair
enough. But few of them are moving any
further. I can't help thinking that if I was
only stronger, more able to impress people
with my substance, they would get more
deeply involved.
'Obviously, meditation could help these
people. It gives you energy, makes you
more effective, more emotionally positive;
and it keeps you in touch with a vision of
why you're doing what you're doing.
Although they're working for peace, I
don't think I've ever spoken to anyone
who knows what peace may be — as a
positive end. After all, peace isn't
something that's going to come zooming
in from Andromeda and superimpose
itself on an anxiety-ridden world! It's
something we are going to have to make —
create — between ourselves, something
for which we are each going to have to take
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responsibility.
'Meditation of ters a real alternative — a
way to become more than we are. There
are billions of things you could get
involved with, I suppose. But I've started
to think that the best thing is to become a
Buddha, or someone like him. It we can
get enough people thinking that way, and
taking responsibility in that sort of way,
we'll have some kind of critical mass
breakthrough. Imagine a world full of
Platos or Buddhas!
'Well, maybe that's a hopeless dream.
But it still works as a positive myth. It's a
way of counteracting all the negativity.'
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and
withScientists
Dialogues
Sages:theSearchforUnity
By Rennee Weber. Published
by Routledge and Kegan Paul,
price not given.
American philosophy professor,
has collected
Weber, anhere
enee
R
eleven transcriptions of
conversations conducted with
eminent scientists and sages
over the last few years. The
scientists are physicists David
Bohm and Stepfen Hawking,
biologist Rupert Sheldrake,
and chemist Ilya Prigogine.
The sages, or 'mystics', as
Renee Weber prefers to call
them, are the late Lama
Govinda, the Dalai Lama,
Father Bede Griffiths, and the
late Krishnamurti.
An excellent full-page
photographic portrait of each
participant opens a brief and
readable life history, and a
summary of his views.
Describing in vivid language
the circumstances in which
each dialogue took place, as
well as her personal
impressions of her subjects,
Renee Weber provides an
engaging context for rapid
surveys of some considerably
demanding ideas.
She conducts the interviews
with enthusiasm and a real
fascination for the topics that
arise. She is also very skilful
in drawing her subjects out on
the issues that mean most to
them without, on the whole,
allowing her own personality
to intrude and thus eclipsing
the reader's appreciation of
them as people. Displaying
warmth and sympathy, she
manages to remain unruffled
even when the great men
offend her expectations or
shock her by deviating from
the message she wants the
book to convey.
There is no space here to
summarize what the scientists
and sages have to sav for
themselves, but I would
particularly recommend the
dialogue with Govinda for its
illuminating sharpness — with
a hint of twinkling
mischievousness — and that
with Rupert Sheldrake. This
latter provides a fairly painless
introduction to his theory of

'morphogenetic fields'.
Why has Renee Weber gone
to so much trouble to
assemble the thoughts of so
many thinkers in one book?
She answers this question in
an introductory essay,
explaining that the 'search for
unity' of her subtitle is a
personal quest. She has an
overwhelming wish to
discover a unity or
'wholeness' between science
and what she terms
'mysticism', and in her
interviews she often seems to
be gently demanding: 'Please
say again how scientists and
mystics are really pursuing the
same quest.'
Insisting that the search for
unity is the spiritual path (p.
13), she can reveal a onesidedness that masks the
genuine and specific
contributions that some of the
scientists and sages are
making to deepening their
own understanding (and our

Govinda
LamaAnagarika

general understanding) of
humanity, nature, and the
spiritual path.
Govinda seems to be
warning her of this trap
when he says:
'Oneness by itself is
meaningless. It is like one
big mush, featureless,
without any differentiation.
Therefore, I say that the
Buddhist advaya is quite
different from Ithe Hindu
advaita. Advaya means "the
not-twoness" whereas
advaita means the one
against the many — the one
and not the many, or the
denial of the many.
Everything is then the
same. This idea nowadays
really hampers India
because whatever you
discuss Indians will tell
you, "Oh, that's all one; it's
the same." Actually, it's
useless even to discuss
anything if a person doesn't
understand the uniqueness

A VITAL
NOTE OF
SANITY

VERSES
OF UPLIFT

and the significance of
different things.' (p. 64)
Because of Renee Weber's
insistence on unity and
agreement, one gets the
impression that she avoids
encouraging the growth of
real clarity beyond a certain
point. Clarity would reveal
any differences of opinion and
experience between the
several scientists and sages,
and thwart her yearning for
reconciliation. (It may be that
she confuses open
disagreements on matters of
practice, principle, and worldview with personal
antagonism between the
people involved.) An
unconscious fear of clarity
may account for the
popularity of the term 'mystic'
among some devotees of
holism, with its connotations
of mystery, and its echoes of
mistiness. David Bohm, in the
first Dialogue, shares my
unease:
'What is mysticism? The
word 'mysticism' is based on
the word 'mystery', implying
something hidden. Perhaps
the ordinary mode of
consciousness, which
elaborately obscures its mode
of functioning from itself and
engages in self-deception
might more appropriately be
called 'mysticism.' (p. 44)
It is tempting to be led by
similarities in their choice of
metaphors into thinking that
some modern theoretical
scientists and philosophers of
science are referring to
experiences that they share
with people deeply immersed
in an Eastern spiritual
discipline. Whether or not this
is so is a judgement that must
await a far more lucid and
uncompromising investigation
of the accounts of the two
groups that Dialogues with
Scientists and Sages is able to
provide. Meanwhile, surely
for a Buddhist at least, the
useful distinction is between
those who are committed to
following a path of creatively
transforming self and the
world, and those who are not,
whether they call themselves
scientists, sages, both, or
neither.
Ratnaprabha

this day and age of
NewWorlds—
Conquering
SelectedpoemsofSangharakshitaobfuscation and obscurity.
From the powerfully real —
By Sangharakshita
and harsh — truth presented
Windhorse Publications. 62pp.
in the second 'Sonnet' (p. 31),
£3.95
where the precision of
Sangharakshita's imagery and
in tFc ycar, awaitcd ilic
thought carefully hide the
return of Halley's
wereearlier
andwho,
exquisite craftsmanship
of us
Some Comet,
disappointed, will now be able behind the grand sculpture of
a Miltonic form, through the
to rejoice at the return into
light, tripping, and almost
print — after a mere eight
sing-song simplicity and
years — of a much finer
joyous vision of 'New' (p. 42),
comet: the poetry of
to the more traditional, but
Sangharakshita.
sinisterly pertinent, 'The .
The poems in this volume
Ballad of Journeyman Death'
have been selected by
Dharmachari Abhaya on the
(p. 48), Sangharakshita
delights, instructs, and
grounds of 'those pieces
inspires with every page.
which work best poetically',
As if in emulation of their
and provide those of us
namesake (see 'The Song of
familiar with Sangharakshita's
the Windhorsec p. 50)
poetry with many old
Windhorse Publications have
favourites, and a sprinkling of
produced a very fine volume,
many hitherto unpublished
one that should leap off
new ones.
bookshelves, and one which
Rich in his range of styles,
deserves to be read by a very
Sangharakshita conveys his
wide public indeed.
varied vision of life to the
Kovida
reader with a clarity rare in
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andtheBombs
Buddhism
by Ken Jones. 26pp. £1.10
(+20p p&p) or £2.00 for
overseas orders. Published by
the Ruddhist Peace Fellowship,
36 Victoria Parade, Preston,
Lancs. PR2 1DT
humanity seems to
be galloping
pell-mell
t a time when
heedlessly,
A
towards race suicide, clear and
constructive thinking which
could result in effective action
to alleviate this situation is
urgently needed. 'Solutions'
— especially political solutions
— are invariably short-sighted,
or one-sided. As often as not,
they increase the very tensions
they are intended to resolve.
Buddhism and the Bombs
offers the troubled world a
vital note of sanity, balance,
and practicality: The usual
'solutions' — political
manipulation, social
engineering — are insufficient:
'This pamphlet suggests that
to understand the present
crisis in our civilization, we
need to become more
profoundly aware of ourselves.
• . In the long run,
fundamental change has to
come through personal change
of values, lifestyle, and
personal relationships' (p. 9).
Peace-making has to have an
inner as well as an outer
dimonsion.
From here, the pamphlet
briefly outlines the Buddhist
principles underlying
fundamental change —
personal and social. It then
applies these principles to the
area of 'activism': effective
work in society towards an
awareness of and solution to
the problems — social,
political, and ecological —
with which humanity
threatens itself.
While wholeheartedly
concurring with — and
applauding — the main 'drift'
of this pamphlet, one or two
issues do need to be raised.
The author uses a fair amount
of 'activist jargon'; references
to 'sexism', 'egalitarianism', and
so on, pepper the essay. This
may perhaps he viewed as not
altogether a bad thing, if
intended as a 'skilful means'
to attract non-Buddhist
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'activists; steeped in this kind
of language, to the viewpoint
of the Dharma. Occasionally,
however, in the use of this sort
of terminology, the Three
Jewels themselves are
misrepresented, e.g.: 'the
early sangha . . . offered a
democratic, egalitarian, and
decentralized model in an
increasingly hierarchical
world' (p. 15). While this may
be music to the ears of many
an 'activist', and is not untrue
— on the superficial socialcum-organizational level of the
Sangha — it completely begs
the question of spiritual
hierarchy, without which the
Sangha would be ineffective
and meaningless.
Also, one wonders about the
viability of the excellent
guidelines for 'Effective Peace
Work', in Chapter 9, outside the
context of the Sangha. Such
demands of honesty,
openness, and change would
require, for their full
realization, the clarity of
purpose and
thoroughgoingness of spiritual
commitment, together with
the support of spiritual
friendship. These elements are
only fully comprised in Going
for Refuge — without which
there is no effective Buddhism

— and yet the central
importance of this is,
unfortunately, not
emphasized.
Mr Jones claims, in his very
first paragraph, that this
pamphlet 'is not written to
convert readers to Buddhism,
which is not a missionary
religion anyway' (p. 7).
However, the overall 'feel' of
the pamphlet is distinctly
'missionary': the explanations
of Buddhism seeming
carefully angled to appeal to
potentially sympathetic nonBuddhist 'activists'. This
approach is exactly what is
needed: Buddhism has always
been a missionary religion; its
mission now is more vital than
ever. Buddhists should make
no bones about this: the
Dharma can save humanity, by
enabling humanity to grow
up. We should, therefore,
spread the Dharma by all
possible means. In this
pamphlet, Ken Jones has
made a valuable contribution.
Hopefully, it will be widely
distributed and read in the
circles to which it is
principally aimed, as well as
by Buddhists who are keen to
become involved in 'Peace
Work; or other forms of
'activism'.
Tejananda

New and Recent Publications

The Twilight Language.
R.S. Bucknell and Martin Stuart-Fox
An investigationinto two matters which to most
readers will seem to be unconnected: the nature of the
Buddha'senlightenment and the meaning of Buddhist
symbolism. Its conclusion is that these two are in fact
connected because both are ultimately concerned with
meditativepractices.
248 pp. Illustrated. £12.50. Cloth.

The Wisdom of Buddhism
ChristmasHumphreys
The wisdom of Buddhism is to be found in its
scriptures, and here is an attempt to compile a
balanced selection from Buddhist writings. In this
selection, the source of each item is given, and there
is a glossary and an index.
280 pp. New edition. £5.00. Paper

The Lotus of the WonderfulLaw
W E. Soothill
The Lotus Sutra is the most important religious book
of East Asia and also the chief scripture of Buddhism
in China. It is here translated and expounded, while
in addition it is charmingly illustrated with 18th
century woodcuts from China.
316pp. Illustrated. New edition. £5.00. Paper

The Sutta-Nipata
H. Saddhatissa
The Sutta-Nipata is one of the oldest collections of
Buddhistdiscourses in the Pali Canon, and by far one
of the most popular as well as being the most
important. A prime source work, it is here translated
anew for today's reader.
160pp. New edition. £4.50. Paper

Pali Buddhists Texts
Rune E. A. Johansson
A simple and practical introduction to the language
and also to Theravada Buddhism, consisting of texts,
vocabularies, translations and notes, with a systematic
treatment of grammar.
160pp. New edition. 14.50. Paper

Curzon Press Ltd
42 Gray's Inn Road, London WC1X 8LR
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WORLD
who has read the fOregoing
articles that the emergence
a new
development
be clear toofanyone
should
It and
Buddhist movement is, in itself, a
phenomenon of considerable
social significance — both actual
and potential. A spiritual
community, by existing and
preserving the highest human
ideals, has a relevance and value
to society that cannot be measured
simply in terms of 'good' deeds
done, palpable acts of concern
performed. All the same — as
should also be clear by now — it
would be surprising if a
community of people dedicated to
the cultivation of qualities such as
kindness, generosity, compassion,
and vigour, should not sooner or
later feel motivated to make some
obvious and tangible contribution
to the comfort and happiness of
those in the world around them.
In England, where the first
EWBO centres were founded,
such developments are only just
beginning to gather strength In
the 'historical context of the
growth of Western Buddhism, of
course, nineteen years is an
almost negligible period; things
have hardly begun. But it is
satisfying all the same to see Aid
For India firmly established, the
Croydon Arts Centre gaining
serious attention and acclaim, the
movement's doctors contemplating
a collective Buddhist practice and
participating in The f lospice
Project, and to hear that several
centres are now oftering tree

classes to the unemployed, or that
a number of Order members are
participating in the Angulimala
prison-visiting scheme. . .

BahujanHitay
In India, where the movement of
mass-conversion founded by Dr
Ambedkar has always had an
inherently social dimension, it is
not surprising that our own
movement, TBMSG, should have
involved itself with social welfare
projects from its earliest days. In
Dapodi, the Poona Project, as the
AFI literature has it, is coming
into flower. The Health Centre is
in use seven days a week; 'Mother
and Child Clinics' are in full
swing, and the Pathology
Laboratory has been functioning
since April. Twenty-five toddlers
now spend their days in the
creche, while four kindergartens
cater for their slightly senior
fellows; still older children are
making use of special coaching
sessions and the Centre's growing
library; literacy classes are offered
to girls and to adults.
At Lohagaon, where Bahujan
Hitav's first students' hostel was
established a couple of years ago,
the warden is happy to report that
the boys achieved a ninety percent
pass mark in recent exams.
Bahujan iitay is clearly making
an impact in Lohagaon, for a local
organization — the Shravasti
Sangha — have just donated a
building which will be used as a
kindergarten.
Another building was donated

'n the 'Camp' area of Poona,
which will house kindergarten
sessions as well as Dharma events
and classes. Just outside Poona, in
the industrial suburb of Pimpri,
Chandrabodhi reports that they
have pulled down the old
temporary centre and built the
Movement's first 'Vihara': Maitrcya
Vihara. Its 525 square feet will be
used for Dharma classes, a
kindergarten, and for a
programme of literacy classes — to
be sponsored by the 'Literacy
Wing' of Poona University.
The Students' Hostel in
Aurangabad does not have any
exam results to relay, but
Nagasena has written to say that a
borehole has now been dug so
that the students (and a number
of locals as well, if well-use at

Thenewshrineroomat Bhaja

Bhaja and Lohagaon is anything
to go by) will have a plentiful
supply of good water. This is no
small matter in an area where
droughts are a frequent
occurrence, and in a nation where
water is something that nobody
takes for granted.
At Dhammavijay in Yerawada,
the original 'headquarters' of our
Indian wing, plans are afoot to
initiate a social and Dharrna
project in the town of Dapoli,
where Dr Ambedkar spent his
childhood. Purchase formalities
are under way and the Dapoli
locals are very enthusiastic
(several Order members from
Poona and Bombay have been
there recently giving talks and
leading retreats). The plan is to
build a combined Dharma/Social

Lokamitra
speaksat theopeningcelebrations
ofthenewviharain Ahmedabad

welfare centre. Meanwhile, at
Dhammavijay itself, a Right
Livelihood project is off to a good
start. The team there have set up a
home-delivery service for
foodstuffs and are now hoping to
buy a small shop in Nagpur
Chawl which will be a general
store and stationary shop.
Behind each new development
in this process of expansion lie
incalculable hours of travel and
Dharma teaching, for it is the
outward-going Dharma activity
that is winning TBMSG its
friends, contacts, and property
offers in Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh, and in Gujerat (land
purchase formalities are now
complete in Ahmedabad and a
kindergarten is already running).
Just a list of all the talks, courses,
and retreats organized and given
in India over the last three months
would fill several pages in Golden
Drum — and no doubt does fill
many pages in Binfilliayana, the
Marathi magazine published
there. Although several thousand
copies of Buddhayana are sold each
quarter, a drive is currently under
way to tind more readers and
subscribers.

for Dharma projects is almost
limitless, so there is a
corresponding need for financial
fuel to build centres, to support
Dharma workers, to equip retreat
centres, and to subsidize
retreatants who have little or no
money spare for Dharma
activities. Book sales continue to
be a good source of funds — the
Bombay team sold 3000 rupees
worth on 14 April alone. In Pimpri
the money required to complete
the new vihara is being raised
locally. Some Friends have
decided to follow Ambedkar's
advice and donate five percent of
their income to Dharma activities.
They are also hiring out their
facilities for weddings and the
like.
Six thousand miles away,
Padmashuri — who will soon be
back in India on another sixmonth teaching visit — has been
continuing her tour ot FWBO and
non-TWBO Buddhist centres, such

Financialfuel

she has raised about L60,(11)0tor
Dharma work in India. That is an
awlul lot of rupes and will

While social projects in India are
lunded by Aid For India in the
UK, as well as by local Right
Livelihood ventures and grants,
the Dharma work, which provides
the indispensable basis for
everything
we are doing there is
still underlinanced.
The potential

America.
The secret of TBMSG's success
— and of Padmashuri's tour too —
must surely lie in the word
'teamwork'. A great many people
are working together to make
these marvels possible. But even
the 'loners', those solitary Order
members who are trying to
establish a beach-head for the
FWBO in a new town, or even in a
new country, have progress to
report.
Ashvajit has been in Sri Lanka
for about a year now, based at
Samma Ajiva, the wholefood
restaurant and hotel run by mitra
Siri Goonasakara. In the past few
months he and Siri (who
translates for him) have given no
less than fifty-seven public talks,
and arranged ten retreats. Interest
is being shown by Sri Lankans
and by many European travellers
who pass by. Some kind of centre
would seem to be the next step,
and Ashvajit is thinking of setting
up an association so that funds
can be raised for this purpose.
The FWBO is still hardly known
in Sri Lanka, but as Ashvajit and
Siri contact ever more temples,
schools, colleges, and Buddhist
groups, give radio and newspaper
interviews, and offer more regular
events — such as the ten week
course in Galle scheduled to begin
in October, the word will surely
get around.
Baladitya is having a tougher
time in Vancouver, where all the
posters for his first-ever class (on 4
August) were 'systematically
removed'. lie is hoping to find a
permanent base soon, but before
beginning his property search he
travelled down to Vancouver to
join another loner, Aryadaka, in
Seattle. The two of them, who try
to meet as often as possible to
exchange ideas and inspiration,
led a summer retreat at the
Chinook Learning Centre from 25
August to 2 September. Aryadaka
reports that his work in Seattle
has been a bit of a 'plod', though
he feels optimistic about the
coming months. His wife Sandra
has been putting a great deal of
energy into publicity, and he has
been making a dragon (he is a
wrought-iron craftsman), which
has had an energizing effect...

In Penang, Malaysia,
iayapushpa is busier than ever,
now conducting five classes a
week at the community where she
lives, at the University, at a
teachers' training college, and at
the Buddhist Association. From 6
— 11 October she and her friends
are organizing a retreat up m the
Cameron Highlands. Jayapushpa
is a prolific letter-writer, and keeps
her Order brothers and sisters
around the world in touch with
everything she is doing. The
consequence of this is that
Malaysia is now well established
as a port of call for travelling
Dharmacharis and
Dharmacharinis. In a tew months
Jayaprabha — who has been
running the London Buddhist
Centre bookshop for two years —
will be spending a few months
with her.

Gettingaround
Global centre-hopping seems to
be turning into something of a
trend. Kulananda and Vajraketu
from Windhorse Trading — and
now based in Cambridge —
recently spent a week at Aryaloka
in New Hampshire while visiting
the States for a trade show.
Kuladitya, also from Windhorse
Trading, went to Finland for a
solitary retreat, and then joined
the summer retreat there.
Amoghachitta has also been
spending time at Aryaloka 'on his
way' from London to Sydney
where he hopes to spend a few
months helping out with centre
activities. Siddhiratna
has now left
Sydney, and is in Auckland — to
where Dayanandi
has returned
after visiting England and
(sec last
'becoming
Dayanandi
isstic). Yuvaraj - originally tnim
Glasgow — is now in IVellmgton,
and Vajragita left I lolland for the
month of July to attend the
women's pre-ordination
course at
Rivendell. During August
Shrimala spent some weeks in
Stockholm,
leading study for the
women there. Devamitra,
the
Movement's
Convenor of Mitras,
paid his first visit to Stockholm
in
September,
then, a little later on
in September,
Shridevi also began
a tit'Ven week sojourn in
Stockholm.

as the Buddhapadipa
Temple,
Amaravati, and the London
Buddhist Vihara. fler talk and
slide show has been a resounding
success, and W hen she returns to

India she will be able to tell her
friends that since they last saw her

doubtless make a number of
valuable projects feasible. Thanks
are due to all those who have
given cash or made out covenants.
Nest year she is hoping to take
her show, or tine like it, to

Jayapushpa
teaching
at theTeachers'
Training
College

It)
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To some of us it does not seem
very long ago that the first centres
were being established outside the
UK. We used to joke in those days
about the possibility of travelling
the world without ever having to
spend money on hotel bills, or —
more seriously — without ever
having to leave the 'FWBO
environment'. Such a possibility is
no longer something to joke
about: it is almost upon us, and
an increasing numbor of people,
from Britain, Sweden, New
Zealand, America, India . . . are
meeting Order members and
Friends from other countries and
cultures, and discovering for
themselves how the factors which
Buddhists have in common really
do transcend and overide the
'conditioned accretions' which
would in the normal run of things
seem to divide them — and which
cause so much trouble in the
world around us.
As ever, there has been a fair
amount of inter-centre travel going
on in Britain too. A number of
Order members have been visiting
the Croydon Centre, mainly to
give public talks, either on the
theme of 'Buddhism in Society' or
'Why I am a Buddhist'. The
Croydon Centre played an active
role in a recent local Peace
Festival, contributing talks, Yoga
demonstrations and classes,
meditation sessions, and a video
presentation of Sangharakshita's
lecture, 'Buddhism, World Peace
and Nuclear War'. Like many UK
centres, Croydon hosted.a visit
from some members of Vajraloka
community. These men, who
normally run the meditation
centre in Wales, have been getting
around quite a bit lately, leading
meditation workshops and
courses, and sometimes taking
over normal centre classes for a
while. Their posture-correction
sessions seem to be particularly
appreciated, as is their
experimental practice of 'talking
people through' meditations —
giving extended instruction and
occasionally 'bringing meditators
back' to the object of their
practice.
Although Sanghadevi was
interviewed by Shropshire Radio,
and although Ratnashuri made a
brief visit to Padmaloka to take the
anagarika vows, this has not been
a particularly peripatetic time for
the women who live at Taraloka
Retreat Centre. A phase of intense
building work was followed by a
summer retreat and a series of
study seminars on the Udana.
Dayanandi has recently joined the
community but a number of
women have ended their threemonth periods of work and
retreats. Now, although there is
still a good deal of building work
to be done — preparing the main
dining room to begin with — the
coming months will be a time of
consolidation for the permanent
community — and also a period of
fund-raising. There is still much to
be done: dormitories to be built,

facilities to be improved, but there
is no doubt that Taraloka is
proving itself a valuable asset to
the movement's women, and to
women in the immediate area
who are showing a great deal of
interest in meditation and Yoga
classes held there.
There have been two important
ceremonies at Saddharnma
Pradeep, our retreat centre at
Bhaja, in India. Once the new
building was complete, the
Buddha image was carried across
the fields from the old shrine
room to its new temporary home.
Although this latest addition to
the complex will eventually be a
dormitory, for the time being it is
to be used as the main shrine
room. There is room for seventy
people to meditate in comfort —
so It is almost big enough to cater
for the numbers that attend
retreats in India. On 5 June
retreatants piled stones onto a
cairn, to commemorate the first
anniversary of Mahadhammavir's

Hampshire where, between
working very hard to fund their
Centre's running costs and
receiving international visitors, the
community at Aryaloka have now
held their first eight-day training
course (see separate article).
With or without retreat centres,
all our public centres have
organized retreats in the past
months. Especially worthy of note
was a retreat organized from the
Wellington Centre, in New
Zealand. It was specifically aimed
at students of the Massey
University Buddhist Association,
and most of the participants were
of Chinese, Malaysian, or
Indonesian origin.

LookingEast
Clearly, some kind of 'Oriental
connection' is gathering
momentum in the Movement.
Devaraja has been giving a
spectacular talk and slide show
about his recent trip to China, and
Sagaramati is now there on a visit.

Centre
Buddhist
DharmaDayat theLondon
Sangharakshita has recently
death. In time there will be a
hinted that it is perhaps time we
stupa at Saddhamma Pradeep to
initiated some kind of Order
commemorate him, and other
presence in that vast, exciting
Order members who have died.
land. Of course, Jayapushpa is
(Profits from sales of
mainly engaged in teaching
Sangharakshita's poem The Caves
Chinese-Malaysian people — and
of Bhaja are being donated to this
recently participated in the
project, so please buy a copy if
Chinese Ullamhana festival. The
you don't already own one.)
Helsinki Centre also received a
The rainy season makes it hard
visit from a lady representing the
for people to get to Bhaja, but an
Jodo Shin Shu school in Japan.
Order retreat and an Order-mitra
She donated a set of Pure Land
retreat were held there all the
texts to the Centre and was given
same. In May, before the rains
in return copies of Golden Drum,
began, came the one month Mitra
The Eternal Legacy, and The Ten
Retreat. There will be another
Pillarsof Buddhism. She came from
such retreat early next year, by the
the head temple of her sect and,
end of which there will doubtless
speaking through Vajrabodhi who
be a number of people ready for
acted as interpreter, reported that
ordination.
the Jodo Shin Shu school has ten
Rains are no problem in New

thousand smaller temples, and ten
million followers. Clearly we still
have some way to go!
All the same, despite the
summer 'slump' at some centres
in the Northern hemisphere,
when centre activities function at
low key — because regulars are
either on retreat or caught up in
national summer migration
patterns — the picture looks
strong, and a few more 'temples'
are coming into view. In Britain, a
team has moved from Glasgow to
start activities in Edinburgh; the
Midlands team have found a
suitable property for their centre,
and the Bristol team likewise. Aid
For India is soon to move to
Oxford where it will mastermind
UK fundraising activities and —
personnel permitting — initiate
Dharma activities. Further afield,
Sona reports that a house suitable
for retreats has been acquired a
couple of hours out of Stockholm,
and the Auckland team have now
raised enough money to begin

their centre-search in earnest.
For some time, no doubt, the
majority of our practical work and
'wealth' will go towards
establishing urban centres, retreat
centres, communities, and cooperatives: facilities which allow
people to discover, practise, and
live the Dharma in the challenging
conditions of the modern world.
But with each new class, each new
building or facility, our 'New
Society' becomes a little stronger,
a little more real. In time, the
society we are creating will
become a significant force in the
world at large, able to exert an
ever more powerful influence on
individuals in the surrounding
world, and therefore on the world
itself.
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GUHYALOKA
in the 90s, it can't be
much
fun filling up
With
temperatures
nylon sacks with earth and
then piling them up to make
walls — and thus simple,
igloo-like huts. But that is the
main work currently
occupying the team of eleven
men who have joined Subhuti
at the new retreat centre in
southern Spain. When this
phase of the work comes to an
end, later in the year, they
hope to have created
accommodation for forty
retreatants, and to have
prepared the one ready-built
house on the land as a base
for Sangharakshita's literary
work.
Purchase negotiations are
still under way, for there
remains just one small section
of land to be bought, which
will make our plot complete.
Already, the total ground area
is so extensive that some
corners have yet to be
properly explored. Two
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A MAN OF VISION
diviners have pronounced that
there is plenty of water
beneath the land — about
ninety metres down — and a
borehole will soon be dug.
Soon after the Centre's
'dedication and purification
ceremony' the first almond
harvest got underway. Subhuti
is hoping that Guhyaloka's
trees will yield at least a ton of
nuts. These will be sold, either
in Spain or in England, in
order to raise much needed
funds for the project. Money
is now running low, and the
team would welcome all gifts
and donations
which can be
sent to the Order Office at
Padmaloka.
In September, Subhuti took
a brief break from supervising
work at Guhyaloka in order to
attend a European Buddhist
Union Conference in
Barcelona, and to lead another
retreat a few miles across the
hills from Guhyaloka, at El
Bloque.

ANNUAL OVERVIEW
nineteen Order
members arrived
at
OnSunday
3 August,
Padmaloka for the Annual
General Meeting of FWBO
Chairmen. Each AGM has had
its own particular flavour, its
prime purpose being to allow
centre chairmen to gather for
an extended period.
Sometimes the emphasis is on
developing personal
communication, and
sometimes it is on study, as
was the case last year. On
other occasions, more time is
given over to meditation and
puja, or to discussion of the
Movement's many aspects.
This year the first ten
mornings were given over to
an overview of the Movement,
covering areas such as ritual,
Right Livelihood,
communicating the Dharma,
meditation, helping people to
prepare for ordination, and
the growth and development
of the Movement as a whole.
If these discussions are to be
as fruitful as they could be, it
was felt, more thorough
preparation needs to be made,
and to this end it was agreed
that in future papers on the
topics to be discussed should
be prepared in advance.

Even so, there were some
good discussions, and some
useful proposals did emerge.
One of these was the idea of
arranging conferences and
workshops for those interested
in specific topics, which could
explore particular areas in
depth and present proposals
as to how they could be
improved. In consequence,
two conferences and one
workshop have been
scheduled for the future. It is
perhaps worth pointing out
that while the Chairmen's
meeting is at liberty to make
proposals, whether or not they
will be implemented rests with
the individual centres and
Order chapters. The
Chairmen's meeting is not a
decision making body, and
has no 'powers' of its own.
The evenings too were rich
and varied, and included
three life stories, 'positive
feedback' sessions, and two
question and answer sessions
with Sangharakshita. We were
also treated to a first public
reading, by Sangharakshita, of
his new poem, 'Hercules and
the Birds', as well as to lengthy
extracts from books currently
being written by Abhava and
Nagabodhi.

lectures celebrating
A
H.G.
series Wells
of films
andand
his
vision of the future is the main
theme at the Arts Centre this
autumn. Wells, born in the
same year that Nobel invented
dynamite, and dying on the
first anniversary of Hiroshima,
looked on human life as 'a race
between education and
catastrophe'.
1986 is the fortieth
anniversary of Wells's death,
and in a lecture given in
August, Wells's biographer
Norman MacKenzie declared
Wells's view of human life to
be 'more topical then ever'.
Through all his books, said Mr
MacKenzie, Wells was asking
how man could escape from
the evolutionary fate which
had overtaken the earlier
dominant species — how, in
religious terms, mankind could
achieve salvation. His
unfaltering answer was:
Education. Only by psychic
evolution could man avert

ErnstLubitsch
a 'Strangerin
Paradise'
disaster both to his own race
ind to the planet it inhabits.
And in a lecture at the Arts
Centre in September, George
Orwell's biographer Bernard
Crick showed how Wells and
Orwell used the novel as an
instrument of education.
The theme of H. G. Wells's
Vision of the Future: Education or
Catastrophecan be seen very
much as a secular expression
of Sangharakshita's teaching on
the 'Higher Evolution of Man',
-

COURSES AT ARYALOKA
4

FWBO has its own
Fi
very
retreat
centre itinmay
the
'flavour'
although
take some time for that flavour
to develop. In recent months,
Aryaloka's particular
contribution to the range of
FWBO centres has become
more identifiable.
Weekly classes offer an
introduction to meditation and
Buddhism, and provide a point
of contact for local Friends. We
run weekend courses, and
recently we have introduced a
monthly eight-day course.
Such events inform
participants about Buddhism
and give a taste of the
Buddhist spiritual life.
However, to make that taste
into a living reality, Aryaloka is
providing a full training
programme.
The training programme can
be entered in two ways. By
joining the 'Work Study
Programme', for a week or
more, students live in the
community, and follow a daily
schedule centred on spiritual
practice generally and spiritual
friendship in particular; they
help with the general running

and support of Aryaloka, to
provide not only for their own
well being but also for the
benefit of others who use the
centre; and they gain partial or
complete scholarships for the
courses run at Aryaloka. The
standard one month 'Work
Study Programme' for which
there is no course fee, will
provide participants with an
eight day intensive course, and
three weeks of practical
training.
Longer term training as a
'community member' will be
available to certain students
after the successful completion
for up to seven days, on
payment of the usual daily
rate.
At the moment the 'Work
Study' and 'Community
Member' programmes are only
available for men, but we hope
that a similar programme for
women will be established in
the not too distant future.
For more information about
these programmes please
contact Aryaloka. Travel
scholarships for foreign
students may be available in
certain cases.

H. G. Wells

and as such underlines the tact
that the Arts Centre is a
Buddhist Arts Centre. As the
Arts Centre's manifesto states,
the Centre and its activities 'are
expressions of our belief as
Buddhists in the propagation
of human values: we believe
that the arts can communicate
to people a sense of values that
can radically improve the
quality of their lives.'
In November and December
the theme changes to SInmxers
irt Paradise,a season of films
and lectures looking at the
extraordinary
convergence oi
cultures that took place in
lollywood in the 'thirties and
'forties, when so many talented
kuropeans ot various
nationalities fled to America
from Nazism and war.
On Tuesday 4 November
there will he a special event,
this \ ;ear's 'Fireworks Night
Lecture': A. I. A. Symons: His
and Speculations, given by
his brother, the eminent writer
and critic Iulian Symons.

Aryaloka

outlook
GLOBAL PRAYERS
Japan-based Society of
WorldthePeace
Prayer
threeforyears,
or
F
has been sponsoring an event
called the World Peace
Ceremony. This provides an
opportunity for all people
concerned with global peace,
regardless of race and creed,
to come together, in body or in
spirit, to 'wish and pray for
the peace, happiness, and
divine missions of each and
every nation in the world'.
Their last event fell on 25 May.
The literature which
accompanied the Society's
letter of invitation to
participate in this event
included two examples of a
prayer that was to be recited
167 times, so as to include, by
turn, every nation in the
world: 'I pray for the happiness
of the people of Japan. May peace
1k' in Japan. May Japan'smission
1)eaccomplished.'
The idea of a sort of 'global

inetta bhavana', as this surely
was, seems like a very good
one, reminiscent of the worldwide metta bhavana that Order
members perform at exactly 7
p.m. on the first Sunday of
every month.
There was, however, some
(accidental) irony in the
Society's choice of France as
the object of its second prayer
example. No one of good
heart, surely, would hope for
anything less than 'le bonheur
du people de la France', and all
good folk will doubtless pray
that peace continues to reign
there. But in the light of
France's continuing nuclear
test programme in the South
Pacific, the Rainbow Warrior
outrage, and the use of
economic blackmail as a lever
to free the Greenpeace
terrorists, it is hard to believe
that the 'mission of France',
these days, is something
worthy of being accomplished.

Warrior
TheRainbow

A UNIQUE FACILITY
wishing to pursue their
practice will
meditation
seriously
nyone
A
want to go off at some point
and spend some time in
solitude. A problem faced by
British Buddhists, and
probably by those in other
countries too, is that it can be
quite difficult to find a place
where the conditions are
suitable tor a solitary retreat.
For some time now, friends
and members of the Western
Buddhist Order have been
going to southern Spain — to
'0 Sel Ling' near Bubion. 0
Sel Ling retreat centre, which
is associated with the
Foundation for the
Preservation of the Mahayana
Tradition, is renowned as a
place of calm and quiet, and
for the caring attention which
its resident community pays to
solitary retreatants on their
mountainside.
High in the rugged Sierra
Nevada, and quite
undisturbed by traffic or
noise, the centre offers
facilities — in huts or caves —
for up to seven solitary
retreatants. Accommodation,

though spare, is light and airy,
and adequately insulated for
the hot summers or snowy
winters they enjoy.
Food is brought to solitary
retreatants once a day, and
this is prepared with care and
kindness. The resident
community go to great lengths
to ensure that their guests are
undisturbed and that the
conditions are as favourable as
they can be.
We rejoice in the good work
being done by the 0 Sel Ling
community in providing such
a valuable service.
STOPPRESS
Just as we were going to press
we heard reports of a bush fire
that swept through the valley
where 0 Sel Ling is situated.
Community members and
retreatants had to flee as
flames engulfed the land and
buildings. A major restoration
task now confronts the
community, who will no
doubt welcome help,
eivouragement, and
donations.
Their address is 0 Sel Ling,
Centro de Retiros, Bubion,
Granada, Spain.
0 SelLing

DIVINE MYSTERIES
Revelation
(chapter 8,
/t verses
says in10 the
Book of
— 11):
'Then the third angel blew
his trumpet;
and a great star
shot from the sky, flaming
like
a torch; and it fell On a third of
the rivers and springs.
'The name of the star was
Wormwood;
and a third of the
water turned to wormwood,
and men in great numbers
died

of the water because it
had been poisoned.'
According
to the Daily
Telegraph(28 July), the Russian
word for 'wormwood'
is
'chernobyl',
and many
Christians
must be quietly
rejoicing
over this new
demonstration
of the Bible's
prophetic
value (not that it can
be all that easy to rejoice in an
event that has brought death,
sickness, or economic
hardships
to thousands
— and
which, after all, is believed to
presage the end of the world).

Had the good Lord chosen the
American
state of Louisiana
for his cruel display, he might
have found a more
appreciative
audience among
the Christian
fundamentalists
who are trying to get a law
passed that will require
schools in that state to teach
'Creation
Science' as well as
evolution.
Although

the first

amendment

to the US

the law will be passed.
Now,
a community
of 72 scientists —
many of them Nobel Prize
winners
has entered the
fray and are urging the
Supreme Court to dismiss the
fundamentalists'
case.

cast an anxious

to

Before passing

judgement,

Justices

will

the

probably

the Religious Objections
Board
as a conscientious
objector
and thus opt out of his period

Four other

members

in

of the

bench opposed
this ruling,
so
the decision was close. Now,
according
to "Ilic Mlles (15
June), some fundamentalist
Christian
leaders are literally
praying for the death of
William
Brennan.
As an eighty

service.
down
of the

Orange Free State on the
grounds
that his religion
did
not recognize or encourage
the
worship

eye on the

health and fitness of Justice
William
Brennan.
He is a firm
believer in the right of women
to have abortions
and, along
with four other members of
the Supreme
Bench, ruled
June that the practice of
abortion
should not be
outlawed.

Chernobyl

Imagine,
then, the surprise
and justifiable
alarm of David
iartman,
a citizen of South
Africa and a Buddhist,
who
tried to register himself
with

of compulsory
military
His appeal was turned
by the Supreme
Court

should

his might, his ability
through
the medium
of science and technology,
and
the reliability
of his book,
among the godless Russians?

fundamentalist
brigade refer to
themselves
as the 'Pro-Life'
lobby.

forbids the
'establishment'
of a religion
and, therefore,
the favouring
of any one religion over
another, there is a fair chance

Supreme

have chosen

fundamentalists,
however, are
praying for the death of all five
pro-abortion
Justices.
Apparently,
the

Constitution

Clearly, the Lord's ways are
as mysterious
as ever. Isn't it
rather remarkable
that he
manifest
to work

year old, they presumably
reason that his death should
tax his maker's powers less
than that of the younger
men.
More ambitious
(and perhaps
more faithful?)

of a deity.

According
to Alice Miller in
her book ForYour Own Good,
statistics indicate that '60
percent of German
terrorists
in
recent years have been the
children
of Protestant
ministers:

,

jj

LISTENING
TOTHEDHARMA

ver 200 taped lectures
on Buddhismby The
VenerableSangharakshitaandMembersof
the Order give you unique
accessto the Dharma.
For our new catalogue,
pleasesendastamped
addressedenvelopeto
DHARMACHAKRA,
5 I RomanRd,
London E2OHU
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prints of thangkas,
High quahty hand photograhic
by Dhardo Rimpoche,areWished
available
on
these
photographed
to our movement in the
silk-finished paper. Dhardo Rimpoche
thangkasto be made available i, Manjusn, Amitayus,
West. They include; Sakyamun,
andaset of eight
, Valrapani,White Tara
Avalokitesvara
ing the eight terrors.
Green Taras overcom

CLEARVISIO
Manchester

WithingtOn

141209QA

NPRINTS
£8 (Prices do

not include P&P)

12" £4, 20" x 16"
COST 10" x

18 Burlington Road
Cheques should be made payable to Clear Vision Prints

VAJRALOKA
The Buddhist Meditation Centre
of North Wales
Autumn and Winter Programme:
Thursday 9th October to Thursday 6th November
ORDER MEDITATION COURSE

DESPERATELY
SEEKING WOMEN,
seeking Windhorse9
Needed now for full-time
typesetting, planning,
administration
—training
given. Existing team close
and friendly, but
promising future
threatened without you.
CONTACT:Windhorse
Typesetters
247 Globe Road, London
E2. 01 981 1407

Saturday 8th November to Tuesday 18th November
SANGHA DAY SESSHIN

,Nik

Thursday 20th November to Thursday 4th December
MEDITATION LEADERS' RETREAT
Monday 8th December to Thursday 18th December
POST-TUSCANY RETREAT
Saturday 20th December to Saturday 3rd January
WINTER RETREAT
Provisional Spring Programme
Saturday 3rd January to Friday 30th January
NEW YEAR MEDITATION RETREAT
Saturday 31st January to Saturday 14th February
MEDITATION WORKSHOP
Saturday 14th February to Saturday 17th March
SPRING MINDFULNESS RETREAT
For further details telephone or write to:
VAJRALOKA
Tyn-y-ddol Treddol Corwen Clwyd LL21 OEN UK
Telephone 0490 81 406 (afternoons only)

PADMALOKAMEN'S RETREATCENTRE 1986
PADMALOKA is a men's Buddhist community running a residential centre in the Norfolk countryside about seven miles
from Norwich. For more than four years the centre has been running a continuous programme of retreats, weekend courses
and other events. We regularly hold events for newcomers although many of our events are for those who already have
experience of Buddhism. The events below are open to all men, with or without previous experience of Buddhism, except
for those marked *, which require previous experience of meditation and Puja within the FWBO. The open day is of course
open to all.
'MEN'S EVENT The Path of Purity 24-26 October

MEDITATION & BUDDHISM COURSE 14-16 November

GARDENING RETREAT 7-14 November

AIKIDO & MEDITATION WEEKEND 21-23 November

KARATE & MEDITATION WEEKEND 7-9 November

YOGA & MEDITATION WEEKEND 21-23 November

*WINTER RETREAT ( Led by St iRATA ) 19 December
FOR DETAILS

'86-9 January 87

OF ALL OUR EVENTS CONTACT THE RETREAT ORGANISER AT PADMALOKA

PADMALOKA, LESINGHAM HOUSE, SURLINGHAM, NORFOLK Et 050 88 8112

Where to find us
ORDER
BUDDHIST
OFTHEWESTERN
OFTHEFRIENDS
MAINCENTRES

LondonBuddhistCentre,51 Roman Road, London E2 OHU. Tel: 01-981 1225
BrightonBuddhistCentre,15 Park Crescent Place, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 3HF. Tel: 0273 698420
BristolBuddhistCentre,120 Long Ashton Road, Long Ashton, Bristol, Avon, BS18 9LS. Tel: 0272 392463
CambridgeBuddhistCentre,17 Newmarket Road, Cambridge, CB5 8EG. Tel: 0223 329756
CroydonBuddhistCentre,96-98 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CRO 1ND. Tel: 01-688 8624
GlasgowBuddhistCentre,329 Sauciehall Street, Glasgow, G2 3HW Tel:041-3330524
LancashireBuddhistCentre,301-303 Union Road, Oswaldtwistle, Accrington, Lancs, BB5 3HS. Tel: 0254 392605
LeedsBuddhistCentre,148 Harehills Avenue, Leeds, LS8 4EU. Tel: 0532 405880
ManchesterBuddhistCentre,18 Burlington Road, Withington, Manchester M20 9QA. Tel: 061-445 3805
NorwichBuddhistCentre,14a All Saints Green, Norwich, NR1 3LY_Tel: 0603 627034
WestLondonBuddhistCentre,7 Colville Houses, London W11 1JB. Tel: 01-7279382
PadmalokaRetreatCentre,Lesingham House, Surlingham, Norwich, NR14 7AL. Tel: 050-88 8112
VairalokaMeditationCentre,Tyn-y-Ddol, Trerddol, Nr Corwen, Clwyd, LL21 OEN. Tel: 0490-81 406
TaralokaWomen'sRetreatCentre,Cornhill Farm, Bettisfield, Nr Whitchurch, Shropshire, SYI3 2LV.la 094875 646
FWBOMidlands,cio 39 Portland Road, Egbaston, Birmingham B15 9HS. Tel: 021-454 7322
TheOfficeof the WesternBuddhistOrder,Padmaloka, Lesingham House, Surlingham, Norwich, NR14 7AL. Tel: 050 88 310
Aid ForIndia,548 Kingsland Road, Dalston, London E8 4AH. Tel: 01-241 1420
Keskus,PL 288, SF-00121, Helsinki 12, Finland
HelsinginBuddhalainen
Klopstockstr. 19, D 43 Essen 11, W. Germany. Tel: 0201 668299
Germany,
FWBO
FWBONetherlands,P.O. Box 1559, 3500 BN Utrecht, Netherlands
Vanner,Hillbersvagen 5, S-126 54 Hagersten, Sweden. Tel: (Stockholm) 97 59 92
Buddhistordens
Vasterlandska
TBMSGAhmedabad,c/o Bakul Bhavan, Behind Gujerat Vaishya Sabha, Jalampur Road, Ahmedabad 380001, India
c/o P G Kambe Guruji, Bhim Nagar, Bhausingpura, Aurangabad 431001, India
TBMSGAurangabad,
TBMSGBombay,25 Bhim Perena, Tapodhan Nagar, Bandra (E), Bombay 400051, India
TBMSGPimpri,Plot 294, Ishwarlal Chawl, Lal Bhahadur Shastri Road, Pimpri, Poona 411017,India
TBMSGPoona,Raja Harishchandra Road, Dapodi, Poona 411012, India Tel: (Poona) 58403
Block A, 410/819 Subhash Hill, Ulhasnagar, Thane, 421004, India
TBMSGUlhasnagar,
BahujanHitay,Raja Harishchandra Road, Dapodi, Pune 411012, India. Tel: (Poona) 58403
FWBOMalaysia,do Dharmacharini Jayapushpa, 29 Medan Mahsuri Satu, Off Jalan Tangah, 11950, Bayan Lepas, Penang
AucklandBuddhistCentre,P.O. Box 68-453, Newton, Auckland, New Zealand. Tel: (Auckland) 789 320,775 735
WellingtonBuddhistCentre,P.O. Box 12-311, Wellington North, New Zealand. Tel: 04-851156
SydneyBuddhistCentre,806 George Street, Sydney, Australia
AryalokaRetreatCentre,Heartwood Circle, Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857, U.S.A. Tel: 603-659 5456
FWBOSeattle,2410 F. Interlaken Blvd., Seattle, WA 98112, USA.

